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The Passive  -  Indicative  Tenses 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
The Passive in Greek functions exactly like the Passive in English  
The subject is “done to”, rather than “does”  :    eg  “The man was bitten by the dog.” 
 
Endings for Passive Indicative Tenses : 
 
Present Imperfect 1st  Aorist 2nd  Aorist 1st Future  2nd Future    Perfect      Pluperfect     Future Perfect 
    

-omai -omhn -qhn  -hn  -qhsomai  -hsomai    -mai -mhn  -somai 

-h|  -ou   -qhj  -hj  -qhsh|  -hsh       -sai -so  - sh| 

-etai -eto   -qh  -h  -qhsetai  -hsetai    -tai -to  -setai 

-omeqa -omeqa -qhmen -hmen -qhsomeqa  -hsomeqa    -meqa -meqa     -someqa 

-esqe  -esqe  -qhte -hte  -qhsesqe  -hsesqe    -sqe -sqe  -sesqe 

-ontai -onto -qhsan -hsan -qhsontai  -hsontai    -ntai -nto       -sontai 
 
The Present Passive is formed from the Present Stem. 
The Indicative Passive is formed from the augment  e)- and the Present Stem. 
If the Verb has a 1st Aorist Passive, it is formed from the augment  e)- and the Verbal Stem (the stem used for the 2nd Aorist Active) 
If the Verb has a 2nd Aorist Passive, it is formed from the augment e)- and the Aorist Passive Stem (this Stem is the 6th column in verb tables) 
If the Verb has a 1st Future Passive, it is formed from the Verbal Stem 
If the Verb has a 2nd Future Passive, it is formed from the Aorist Passive Stem  
The Perfect Passive Stem is formed by reduplication; the Perfect Passive Stem is the 5th column in verb tables. 
The Stem for the Pluperfect Passive is formed by adding an augment to the reduplicated stem  - though the augment is often dropped. 
The Future Perfect is formed from the Future Stem with reduplication 
Many Verbs have slight irregularities in their stems in the Passive, but are usually easy to analyze 
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